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            And they say I have a dysfunctional family. I’m 
            	                    [image: And they say I have a dysfunctional family. I’m the blue btw.  #aroundthehouse]
        
    



    
        
            Please vote on this combo. Options are yes, yes, a
            	                    [image: Please vote on this combo. Options are yes, yes, and yes.   Midnight blue velvet is @burrow. How about it on an oak armchair paired with existing accent chair  In patterned  @meredithheroncollection fabric that I think must be almost a decade old. It remains one of the prettiest things at our world headquarters.   I hope you see or read or hear or feel something today that makes you say yes, yes, and yes. Maybes, possibles, potentialles all count toward yeses btw, so please manage self-expectations responsibly. As in “If not today, tomorrow, and all that rot, old chap, give yourself a break!”   Finally, because the experience can happen on so many scales, both tiny and huge examples have the same weight in terms of personal growth. Listen I make the rules around this house.  BBFN, sweeties.  💕 #aroundthehouse #mondaymood]
        
    



    
        
            That Happy Interplanetary Croissant and Oatmeal Co
            	                    [image: That Happy Interplanetary Croissant and Oatmeal Cookies for Breakfast Day is also Intergalactic Help A Young Friend Grow Seeds Day is a little-known fact.   To mark it, my ten-year-old pal D, the Man of the House, and I launched inaugural research for D’s organic vegetable brand - Nature’s Bountiful Gift.   Started with micro greens and nasturtiums. Stay tuned for brand updates and collabs.  #sunday #spring #garden #getoutside #benicetokids #aroundthehouse]
        
    



    
        
            Happy Interplanetary Croissant and Oatmeal Cookies
            	                    [image: Happy Interplanetary Croissant and Oatmeal Cookies for Breakfast Day. Celebrating appropriately here #aroundthehouse on #sunday with #littleindulgences. Hope you are too:)]
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            Did the first blog post for Around the House in a 
            	                    [image: Did the first blog post for Around the House in a while, so it had to be special.   The theme is stone in sea and spring blues.   I included Plume Quartz from @walkerzanger above. I’m not always a fan of bookmatching but this is divine.  This is a bath that could easily last several generations.   Go to the link in my bio to dive into more blues that won’t make you sad.   #springblue #skyblue #seablue #forgetmenotblue #freshair #inhale #everyonelovesblue #stone #tile #marble #glasstile #handmadetile #pastelstones]
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            If you are having a bad/sad day, consider the abov
            	                    [image: If you are having a bad/sad day, consider the above. My #Willowdale Post Office Person is a Prince of the People, and an Asset to Humanity.  Our business relationship is a win-win-win-win. Unless CSIS is reading this post, that is.  #aroundthehouse #communityfriends #farawayfamily #postalhack #mommove #longdistance]
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